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view of student life has become
By iMark Bolotin
e annual Awards Convocation manifest in the program and opheld Satuday evening in erations of the Student Center;"
wvas .ge Auditorium as a part of Daniel Thomas Allen "through
Rreasmnts Weekend.
whose leadership the Social ServPar ank March '67, President of ice Comnmittee has opened broad
Undergraduate Association, channels of student service to the
the
ided
over the convocation. Dr. greater community;"
pres
William Henry Byrn, Jr., formas A. Stratton, the evening's
JYUli speaker, emphasized the val- er President of the Undergraduate
sole'
f the emergence of leadership Association, "for civil sense and
sensibility manifoldly manifestxtracurricilar activities.
ed;"
in 'ei Compton Prizes
William Sumner Brmwn as a
ght seniors and one activity
ived Karl Taylor Comptonm"scholar, athlete, persuasive leadPrizEes for "outstanding contribu- er in undergraduate life;"
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sin promoting high standards Charles King Epps as an "able
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Donna Gene Hayes honored as
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a
utor to the student community of
the 'humane arts;"
Judith Risinger Perrolle through
whose "efforts s t u de n t s have
iden t of MlrT.
-ceiving the Compton Prizes made meaningful contributions to
Re
at MIT;"
were e the following: John Bailey education
Hardy
Perritt, Jr. as a
Henry
Adg er, Jr. "whose perceptive

within the .IHT community."
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award, the highest piafternoon of Parents Weekend Gerald Goe, Chemsry f.
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It's
over.
It's
now.
relax
can
We
boks again, and wait for Spring Weekend, if you are Corn pton, wife of the former Pre-

goig Thanks to everyone on campus, almost 2000
parents returned home, having been snowed by the
! place we call Tech.
According to Jon Sussman '67, Chairman of ParEvery~ients' Weekend,
thing worked out well. All
tours and events were well
attended, and we had fantastic cooperation f r o m
everyone." Over 1500 parents registered for the
waeekend, and thisn doesn't
include those who ate
meals elsewhere but attended all other functions.
Jon has been working on
Parents' Weekend since
~.October, 1965, and will finally wrap up the job
~some time next month..
Parents weekend began Friday
:%[evening with the Gilbert and SulMlivan Society comic opera at Kres- }
*Lge.Superb singing and acting
M~made 'The Pirates of Piuzance' a
L~
memorable production, and Friday night a totally enjoyable eve-
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Next year's freshman class will
be smaller and will have more
Edgerton lectures
in the afternoon in 26-100, Pro- money in scholarships than the
ofElectrical Measurements class of 1969.
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The deadline for decisions is
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of stroboscopic
-light. Right down the hall, at the
Computation Center, a few com1puter programs were being televised. A few people had doubts
about the 7094 as it seemed to
hesitate when asked to print out
(Please turn to Page 3)
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Dormitory Council
Cselst of ice_

'Departmental tours started Sat- ....-

_Rurday morning at 9:30 am. Course
XVIfeatured an. autopflot for an
vlimaginary super-sonic transporta~tion vehicle and an "anti-gravity"
-project, Every tour was fascina-

-

May 2, but Prof. Roland B. Greeley,
Director of Admissions,
thinks there won't be any big surprises, and that the number of
registrants next year will be just
under 900. The big difference from
last year is that there were 200
fewer offers of admission given
out by the Institute.

tEM.ular

syn
1or Class of '70
fly 1330 out of 2500 applicants-izing the size of the undergraduate body, which already is in
need of new domitory space. The
qualifications of this class will be
similar to the last two in board
scores and in high school standThis is partially due to the in- ing, but they will generally have
crea sed number and value of a better extracurricular backscho Arships given out. According ground.
to ti -he Student Aid office, this is
One million dollars in scholarthe first year MIT has been able ships and $525,000 in loans were
to a(tchieve its goal of offering fi- offered to 800 students. Also, $250,nanc:ial aid to all needy students. 000 in aid will be provided by
Th e smaller class of 1970 is go- outside sources. Because of the
mg to set a trend toward stabil- tuition increase, the average value of the scholarships is up to
$1,200. Out of the 1330 accepted
students, 73% applied for scholarship aid, and all but some 170
"no-need" cases were offered aid.
As an indication of the quality
typical Frenchian snmile. Also
of the class of 1970, 100 exceptiondunked were student political figal students with superior preparures UAP Frank March '67 and
ation were given early action;
Giorgio Piccagli '67.
that is, they were offered admisDean Fassett also announced
sion before March because of
the selection of the Carnival
their obvious'excellence. The earQueen, Joan Mills of the Univerly action plan differs from the
sity of Pennsylvania, sponsored
early admission plan in that the
by AEPi.
deadline for decision is still May
2, instead of some earlier date.

got Iletters saying "yes," but the
yieldt, or percentage of admitted
stud-ents that will register, is expset(ed to be higher than it was
last year.

attracts -2800 people to Spring Carniva.1

5

By Dan Asimov

!A record 2800 people attended
ithe 1966 Alpha Phi Omega Spring

~Carnival

in Rockwell Cage Sat;urday night. The Crnival, an annlual event, had over 25 booths
sP0nslored by various activities
vnd groups.
hving
Dice game favored
EThe Mt Popular Booth was
that of Phi Delta Theta, with an
Wnlusing dice game. The Second
iMost Popular Booth was spon-

sored by Alpha Epsilon Pi-the
object was to knock over a coke
otttle by swinging a suspended
baseball bat. Judged the Most
Orginal Booth was the one sponored by Russian House-an elecrni satellite target in the form

a coupled pendulum.

These

awards were announced by Dean
of Residence Frederick G. Fassett
Du Car Smash
Upsilon served
Du
In
addition,
.
!~:as ~f·
asfstration-venter ith a
ar Snmash booth as it allowed

"student 1e a d e r under whose
guidance Technology Student Enterprises, Inc., has combined . a
lively promise for student entrepreneurs with a valuable service
to the entire community;"
Student Conunittee on Education Policy "in recognition of the
Committee's infrmed and perceptive articulation of factors affecting student learning and its
continuing participation with faculty in the design o fresh approaches to educational procedures. '
Baker Awards
The Everett M o o r e Baker
TJnderAw,,ayrd for Outstandi,
graduate Teaching was presented
to four young faculty members
"inr recognition of extraordinary
interest and ability in inspiring
interest in and understanding of
academic work."
Those honored vwere Hubert
Lederer Dreyfus, Assistant Professor of Philosophy; Willard
Russell Fey, Assistant Professor
of Management; Daniel Schaefer
Kemp, Assistant Professor of
Chemistry; and Samuel Judah
Todies, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy.
Stewart Awards
The William L. Stewart, Jr.,
Awards were presented to seven
students and activities for "outstanding contributions to extracurricular life at MIT." The
awards were presented to Theodore Ching-hien Chang '67, Kip
Henry Hammond '66, Robert David Howard '67, Norman Rubin
'66, the - Chinese Students Cluib,

psychotics and others to get rid
of suppressed hostilities by sledgehammering an old car.
Zeta Beta Tau held a Dunking
Booth, wherein Professor French
of the Physics Department was
dunked each time a participant
hit a target with a baseball. He
is reported to have left with his'

Elections for permanent officers of Dormitory Council were
held Monday, April 18. Elected to
the post of Permanent Chairman
is Jeff Wiesen '67 of Baker House.
Chosen as Permanent Secretary
Treasurer was Roy Folk '68 of
Senior House.
Previously the chairmanship rotated among the members of
Dormcon from one meeting to the
next. The new officers will hold
their posts for a full year.
Discussed at Dormcon's Monday
meeting were refrigerators, freshman orientation, Dormcon concerts, and parietal hours.

vote
Class of 1 too68
on new Brass Rat style
The Class of '68 will choose its
ring style in a vote tomorrow
and Thursday.
The balloting will take place
in a booth in Building 10 from 9
to 5 each day. Members of the
Class of '68 are urged to examine the pictures of the two alternatives at the booth. The major change in the new version is
that the numerals 68 appear
above the Great Dome rather
than below it.
Two minor changes will be
made in the Brass Rat no matter which version is selected.
The ridge on the palm side of
the ring will be rounded off and
greater depth will be given to
the domed MIT building.

32nd Annual Assembly Ball held;
Outer Space theme highlights event
The thirty-second annual Francis Amasa Walker Assembly Ball
was held Friday evening in Walker Memorial. The theme of the
Ball, kept secret until the night
of the Ball, was Outer Space.
With its long tradition of elegance and white-tie formality, the
Photo by Desmond Booth Ball is unique amnong collegiate
Photo by Art Kalotkin
Mark McNamee, managing Joan Mills, date of Thomas social events. Guests at the Ball
editor of The Tech, puts his Brylawski '66 of Alpha Epsilon include many of the leading memnewspaper experience to work Pi, is crowned queen at Alpha bers of the MIT administration
and faculty, in addition to many
Phi Omega sprina Carnival.
at the APO Carnival.

alumni who return especially for
this event.
Dancing to the music of Harry
Marshard and his orchestra began at 10 pm and continued until
3 am. Entertainment presentations, marked by a trumpeter's
fanfare, were scattered throughout the evening.
The presentation of the Assembly Ball is a year-round effort on
the part of the Assembly Ball
Comnittee, chaired this year by
Theodore R. Gull '66.
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Every Paperback on his Pge is Free
During M.I.T. Press AutHors' Day

II

When you buy one or more of fhe 400 M.I.T. Press rifles during
Authors' Day,.May 5, at the Coop, you'll receive your chroice of
a,ny of tfhee M I.T Press Panerback books free ... as long as it
doesn't exceed the value of your purchase.
I

by
Metabolism,
MIT-50 Bacterial
Marjory Stephenson
M T-49 Theory of Natural Philosophy,
by Roger Joseph Boscovich
MIT-48 The Pirotechnai Of Vannoceio
Biringuccio, Translated from
the Italian with an Introducfion and Notes by Cyril
Stanley Smith and Martha
Teach Gnudi
MIT-47 Human Learning, by Edward
Thorndike
MIT-46 Science And Economic Devel.
epment: New Patterns of Living. Second Edition, Revised
and Updated, by Richard L.
Meier
MIT-45 Man's Struggle For Shelter
In An Urbsanizing World , by
Charles Abrams
MIT-44 Toward New Towns for America, by Clarence Stein
MIT-43 The Arhitecture Of H. H.
RichTardson And His Times,

I

I

I

2nd

MIT-42

MIT-41
MIT- 1

I.

MIT 2
MIT- 3
MIT- 4
MIT- 5

MiT- 7
MIT- 7

Ed.,

by

MIT- 8
$2.95
$2.4S

MIT- 9
MIT-10
MIT-i1

$3.45

MIT- 12

$1.95

MIT-I 3

$2.45

MIT-14
MIT-1S

$2.45

MIT- 6

$2.95
MIT-17

Henry - Russell

Hitchcock
God & Golem, Inc.: A Comment on Certain Points where
Cybernetics Impinges on Religion, by Norbert Wiener
North American Trees, by
Richard J. Preston, Jr.
Computers And The World Of
The Fauire, edited by Martin
Greenberger
Experiencing Architecture, by
Steen Rasmussen
The Universe, by Otto Struve
Word And Object, by Willard
Van Orman Quine
Language. Thought And Real.
ity: Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf, edited by
John B. Carroll
The Learner's English-Russian
DifloBnary, by B. A. Lapidus
and S. V. Shevfsova
The L=armer's Russian-English
Dictionary, by S. Folomkina
and H. Weiser

$2.95
MIT-i 8
$1.45
$2.95

MIT-19
MIT-20

$2.45
$2.95
$1.95

MIT-21
MIT-22

$2.45
MIT-23
$1.95
$2.95

MIT-24
MIT-25

$2.95

Megalopolis: The Urbanized
Northeastern Seaboard of the
United States, by Jean Gotfmann
Time Series, by Norbert Wiener
Lectures On Ordinary Differential Equations, by Witold
Hurewicz
The Image Of The City, by
Kevin Lynch
The Siao-Soviet Rift, by William E. Griffith
Beyond The Melting Pot: The
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Jews,
Italians, and Irish of New
York City, by Naihan Glazer
and Daniel Patrick Moynihan
A History of Western Technology. by Friedrich Keim
The Dawn Of Astronomy, by
J. Norman Lockyer
Informaftion Theory: An Introduction for Scientists and
Engineers, by Gordon Raisbeck
The Tao of Science: An Essay
on Western Knowledge and
Eastern Wisdom, by R. G. H.
Siu
A- History Of Civil Engineering: An Outline from Ancient
to Modern Times, by Hans
Straub
Ex-Prodigy: My Childhood and
Youth, by Norbert Wiener
I Am A Mathematician, by
Norbert Wiener
The New Architecture And
by Walter
Bahaus,
The
Gropius
A History Of Mechanical En.
F.
by Aubrey
gineering,
Burstall
Garden Cities Of To-Morraw,
by Ebenezer Howard
Brett's History- Of Psychology,
edited and arranged by R. S.
Peters
Cybernetics: or Control and
Communication in the Animal
and the Machine, by Norberi
Wiener

$3.95
$1.95
$1.95
$2.95
$2.95

$1.95
$2.95
$2.95
$1.95

$1.95

$2.45
$2.45
$2.45
$1.95
$2.95
$1.95
$3.95

$1.95

isaarsaaramamsn

MIT-26 Biological Order, by Andre
$1.95
Lwoff
MIT-27 Nine Soviet Portraits, by Ray$2.45
mond A. Bauer
MIT-28 Reflexs Of The Brain: An Attempt to Establish the Physiological Basis of Psychological
Processes, by Ivan M. Sechenov $1.95
MIT-29 Thought And Language, by Lev
$2.45
Semenovich Vygotsky
MIT-30 Chinaese Communist Society:
The Family and the Village,
$3.95
by C. K. Yang
MIT-31 The City: Its Growth, Its Decay, Its Future, by Elieil
$2.95
Saarinen
MIT-32 Scientists As Writers, edited
$1.95
by James Harrison
MIT.33 Camdidates, Issues And Strategies: A Computer Simulation
of the 1960 and 1i964 Presidential Elections. Second Revised Edition, by fIthiel de
Sola Pool, Robert P. Abelson,
$2.45
and Samuel Popkin
MIT-34 Nationalism And Social Communication: An Inquiry into the
Foundations of Nationality
$2.95
by Karl W. Deutsch
MIT-35 What Science Knows About
Lie:. An G(plorafion of Life
Sources from Primevai Slime
to Man Tomorrow, by Heinz
$2.45
Woltereck
MIT-36 Enzymes, by J. B. S. Haldane $2.45
MIT-37 Universals Of Language. Sec.
ond Revised Edition. Edited
$2.95
by Joseph H. Greenberg
LanMIT-38 The Psycho-Blology Of
guage: An Introduction to
Dynamic Philology, by George
$2.95
K. Zipf
MIT-39 The Nature Of Metals, by
$2.45
Bruce A. Rogers
MIT-40 Mechanics, Mlolecular Physics,
Heat, And Sound, by Robert
A. Millikan, Duane Roller, and
$3.45
Ernest C. Watson
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THE EeNH COOP
IN THE M. I.T. STUOENT CENTEP
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bassachusetsAvee, Card,
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Mass. 02139
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12:15 p.m.: Luncheon in the Sala de Pueito Rico
Speakers: Paul Samuelson, Two Cultures? Or One
Good One?
John Burchard, Rebuilding Germany: Tradition or
Redemption?
Elting Morison, Progress and PaWi
Tickets: $3.85 at the Coop.
2:30 p.m.: Reception in the Book Department at the Coop.
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Convoctio
at annual Awardsif

Six finalists for
S p r i n g Weekend
Queen were selected from seventeen
contestants by student - wide voting
Thursday and Friday.
Barcley Bender
Miss Barclay
Bender, from Wellesley College, is
the date of Mike
Kinkead '66 (ATO).
Miss Kathy
Bourke, escorted by
Kathy Bourke
6-e '6
Walter EI'f
(LXA), attends Louisiana State University.
Miss Elizabeth Jackson, a student at
the University of Tennessee, is escorted
by Don Batchelor '68 (SAE).
Miss Amanda Stoerzer, from Heidelberg, West Germany, is the date of John
Hoffmeister '66 (Burton).
Miss Barbara Flannery, the date of
Franz Birkner '66 (DTD), attends Simmons College.
Miss Kathleen Ziegler, from Endicott
Junior College, is accompanied by Tom
Penn '68 (TC).
The Queen will be selected by the Spring
Weekend Committee during Friday night's
activity in the Student Center.

presented to Henry Hardy Perritt,
Jr.
The Tech, and the Social Service
Theta Pi fraternity reBeta
Committee tutors.
the T-Club Trophy
both
ceived
William Sumner Brown was
and
the
Beaver
Key Trophy for
presented with the Class of 1948
high
participation
in intercollegiAward as the outstanding athlete
athletics."
ate
of the year. The Eastern College
Athletic Conference Merit Medal
The Quadrangle Club Award,
was given to Terry Lee Cronburg given to "the outstanding fresh'66 on the basis of athletic scho man athlete" was presented to
.Luis Alberto Clare and Stanley
lastic ability.
Michael Kozubek. The Tau Beta
L.
CochThe Admiral Edward
to
a
is
given
Outstanding Feshman Award
which
Pi
rane Award,
senior who has shown humility, was given to William Charles
leadership, and scholarship, went Stephan.
Four received the Baton Society
to Keith Densmore Stolzenbach
'66.
Awards, given "to seniors for outAwards In Athletic Administfration standing contributions to music at
The Athletic Association pre- MIT." The recipients of the
sented the Awards in Athletic Ad- awards were John William Dawministration. Receiving the Gold son, Jr., Lewis Hunt Morton, NorAwards were Richard Emmett man Rubin, and Ronald Elliott
Lucy '66, Berton Donald Blewett Zelazo.
David Lawrence Anderson '66
'66, Melvin Snyder '67, George
Drumnmond Jones '67, Henry was given the Frederick Gardiner
Frederick Schaeffer '66, and Ken- Fassett, Jr., Award. The award
is given "to a member of the Inneth ira Rosenberg '68.
Silver Awards were given to trafternity Conference . . . (for)
Robert Carlton Hewitt '67, Rich- furthering the ideals of the MIT
ard August Clark '66, Frederick fraternity brotherhood."
Charles Prout '65, Brook Irvin IThe Scott Paper Foundation
Landis '66, Richard Einar Nygren Leadership Award went to Rob'66, Daniel Wayne Corwin '67, ert Curtis Todd '67. This award
is presented to reward a student
and Robert Stewart Fiske '65.
The Certificate Award went to "in recognition of demonstrated
Jay Maury Goodman '66. The high character and actions on beManager of the Year Award was half of the welfare of colleagues."
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(Continued from Page i)
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(Continmed from. Page 1)
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an 11 x 11 magic square. All
doubts vanished when it was explained that 29 other people were
using the machine simultaneously.
Two meals were served to over
parents
Saturday
1500
At noon, lunch was held in several dining rooms on campus. After
the awards convocation, a sump-

Judy Collins-Barbara Dane-Son House
Phil Ochs-Tom Paxton-Tom Lehrer
Earl Robinson-Skip James
New Lost City, Ramblers
May 4th, 8:00 p.m-Back Bay Theatre

r==M
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ISERVICE

Tickets $2.00, $2.50, $3.00 at S$DS Rm. 199

1785 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass. 547-5457 or
David Caplan 354-3106'
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Barbara Flannery
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Amanda

Stoerzer
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Kathleen Ziegler

tuous banquet awaited hungry
parents and students alike. At
both lunch and dinner speakers
such as retiring Course XVI head
Dr. Charles Draper gave interesting sidelights of Institute life.
The Freshman Baseall game,
the Crew races, and the Varsity
Tennis Team battling Wesleyan
provided more active entertainment for everyone. Their popularity was attested by the many cars
parked on the shores of the
Charles.
By Sunday afternoon, parents
started heading back for their
homes.
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Johnl Wayne portrays an 82nd Airborne officer in Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Longest Day," the
screen classic dramatizing the
Allied invasion of Normandy during World War B.

Longest' Armes
Ett up Budget
That an army travels on its
stomach was proved again during
the filming of Darryl F. Zanuck's
$10,000,000 award-winning production of "The Longest Day," the
gripping account of D-Day playing
Saturday at the LSC.
Thousands of American, British,
French and German soldiers were
used to re-stage the D-Day invasion scenes on the beaches of
Normandy. Duing months on location the 63,000 full meals and
145,000 bottles of wine, beer and
soft drinks consumed during filming cost $968,000--almost one-tenth
of the war epic's total budget!

Al"I
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From time to time some student
group or group of students proposes the
idea of publishing a course and instructor
evaluation booklet, in order to promote
the good professors, punish the bad instructors and let everybody know who
teaches both the B and the C minus
centered courses.
Although the idea of students getting
the opportunity to turn the tables on
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their professors by publicly grading the
value of their courses is an attractive
one at first glance, none of the proposed
booklets have ever progressed beyond
the planning stage. This is not entirely
an unhappy circumstance; there are very
strong reasons why any such attempt on
the part of a student group would turn
out to be a perverted attempt to strengthen undergraduate courses.
The first problem with course evaluation books fs of course the fact that
they are seldom able to represent fairly
more than a few of the most noted or
notorious ,courses in each department.
Secondly, they must rely on hearsay evidence at best to evaluate courses with
which the booklets authors have had no
direct experience. Thirdly, a study of
booklets from other campuses (particularly one published by the campus newspaper at a nearby university) shows that
student evaluators can seldom resist the
urge to be cute and witty with their appraisals, thereby effectively disguising
anything worthwhile they had to say.
A final reason for uselessness of such
published evaluations is evident both in
the column below this editorial and the
Awards Convocation story on the front
page; the MIT undergraduate has a respected and hard-working Student Committee on Educational Policy actively
lobbying for better courses in his behalf.
We at the Institute are lucky enough to
be at a school which promotes studentfaculty dialogues, as the report below
shows, and eliminates the need for a student tirade against the faculty, which too
many course evaluation booklets at other
schools have turned out to be.
..
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BMike Rodburg
59. The temporary secretaq cancelhafiow, of classes on
hired for the Urban Challenge day, a Friday.
Conference was engaged iin 61. The Massachusets Sh':
some post-Conference worl
when she received a call fronk
the Dean of Men at Ohico
State. He was inquiring about
assessments for extra delegates. The secretary was a bii

preme Court handed down
decision on Radcliffe CONS%

which could affect MIT. T
court ruled that the Coflles

must provide parking as pPr

perplexed since the Confer
Cambridge city ordinan~
once was already over, and shie awhich
requires one space for4
so informed the Dean. A whilfei evey
1000 square feet oft
later the official Ohio Stat4e building. The city was appea

delegate
called-from
thi ing a lower court dec:is:; i
Charter House nearby.
which had exempted educe
He was told the same sacd tional institutions.
news; he had arrived one weel k The ramifications of the ~
late. Though most of his corn. ing on MIT are still not cer.
ments remain unrecorded, it is tain, but the requirements may:
-

believed that he knew the Con
ference was the previous weel be waived or lowered only
it can be proved that the spac.
but the student government ' es
vwould have very little use,
having lost all information, con.
and
MIT would have a difficult
vinced him he was wrong.
time proving that.
He returned with a ratheir
62. Apparently we haven't::
formidable "1old-you-so" foir yet learned our lesson about:
his student leaders.
Vietnam. A teach-in sponsored
60. It looks as though theD by the
MIT Committee OpPO0
official date of President-elecd ing the War in Viet-Nam
will
Johnson's Inauguration will be be presented at 8:15 pm Thum.
October 7. The ceremony will! day, April 28 imroom 10.250,
probably be in the Greait The featured speaker will be
Court, or the Cage if it rains reporter and civil rights leader
One likely possibility is the Dr. William Worthy.

Letters to The Te-ch
To the Editor:
As an admirer of Ay, Rand
and an MIT alumnus, I wish to
point out two important errors
contained in your story of Apri
8 on Miss Rand's recent talk at t
Rutgers University.

Describing the smugly malici,

political philosophy based on ffi1
ethics;
3. developed a rational syster
of esthetics;
4. demonstrated that the moralo
ity of altruism is self-contradle.
tbry an-d-eff-defe~ating;
5. analyzed (in 'For the New.

ous attack on IMiss Rand con. tellectual') the histry of W.es:e
tained in the conference program,
thought from Plato to contemnpo.
I
I m your reporter, Spence Sherman, ary anti-intellectualism.
wrote: "The program description,
One may not agree with her
- while
not factually inaccurate,
ideas,
'but one has to recogniz
lection. Mazlish emphasized that was felt by many to be mislead.
that
her
philosophy of Objectivim
faculty should be aware of the ing in tone."
is comprehensive and original }
I attended the Rutgers talk, and
student's problems of adaptation
the way down to its metaphysidd
I
'have
before me a copy of tha
and motivation. He ended by first
and epistemological foundations.
stressing the need for. irdormal program. Its description of Miss
The other major distortion
feedback, and second recommend- Rand is unqualifiedly false and
Mr.
Sherman's article 0csi
ing that "the student should meet objectively vicious in tone. For
the faculty halfway," i.e., 'before exa-mple, the program states: when he fries to summnarize hr
acting, he should ask himself "The 'perfect society,' as Miss us the content of Miss Rand's le~
ture. He correctly reports '1S
what he wants and how realistic Rand calmly calls it, will emerge
'his demands are; only -through from the dogma of Each Man. for Rand's condemnation of adMO
who direct such phrases as "c011i
this process of mutual coopera- Himself." Let's get this clear:
Ayn Rand is the champion of dmon to earth" and "life is M
tion wll progress be.made.
thinking, of ratiorality, of reason. like that" against 'a child's ad5
Question period
miration for romantic hero0
Professor Kindleberger t h e n To toss' off the term "dorgma" in
L
Then, -however, he amaziqgl
called for questions end discus- reference to her Philosophy is a
reckless perversion of intellectual concludes: "The conflict, then, as!
sion from the floor. Some of the
she sees it, is between practicaliy'
interesting points discussed were honesty and justice. Neither does and romanticism."
I find it h5fl
(1) there is no such thing as the she advocate "Each Man for Himto
believe
that
someone
w1
ideal good teacher type; there self" as that slogan is meant to
grasped
even
a
small
portion
Oif
are, however, some qualities be understood. She has clearly
that
lecture
could
have
writtis
which are generally desirable in stated and written that -hers is an
that sentence 'honestly, beca5u
a teacher; (2) not only should we ethics of rational self-interest, not
the basic theme of her talk S
improve techniques, -but we should Nietzschean indulgence of irrajust
the opposite: that there 1
also increase student responsibili- tional whims, and that one's selfno
conflict
-between, practicabl/
ty and involvement in the teach- interest requires that one respect
and
romanticism.
In fact, ALS~
the
rights
of other men-"neither
ing process, in order to make it
Rand
made
it
quite
clear in wttil
sacrificing
oneself to others nor
a learning process; (3) teacing
way
the
moral
ideals
which'~
assistants in course VI aid in stu- others to oneself." To take an- mantic art can project are pre
dent-faculty contact and provide other example of the description's
requirements for man's 1e
a good training ground for future inaccuracy, Miss Rand's "chief tical
on
earth,
and are especiallY
teachers; the ta's, however, re- idea" is named as "the destruc- cessary in today's cultural aftmIO
tive
effects
of
dictatorship on inquire instructon in good teachphere of cynicism, nihilism, aM
ing methods; (4) courses are dividual personalities."' This is irrationality. I will not undertke
often not sufficiently motivated by said of the woman who has:
1. derived an objective and ab- a defense of her position here, t
the teacher; and (5) the responr
merely observe that Miss Rar' It
sibility for the creation of a good solute system of ethics frmn the gloriously romantic novel, 'Arlas
student-faculty relationship lies facts of man's nature;
Shrugged,' has earned her a fay
equally on both parties.
2. developed a fully consistent hundred thousand "impract"d
dollars, in addition to making
and happine~s possible to t
I, PREFER TO THINK OF IT
(O3 CALL IT LACK)i
sands of her indebted reader~
AC~N
LEz s Qcf ItP(3c II
myself among them.
[
I am genuinely appreciative;f
The. Tech's coverage orr
Rand's talk-but next time PI{
take a little effrt to check te l
accuracy of your report
Harry BhosmUIge'
Gradmate School

acuify reviews qualify of tea c hi ng

The Faculty Committee on Ed- thusiasm of 'a teacher for his maucational Policy (CEP) held an terial. He emphasized that no
'open meeting for the general fac- single one was enough.
ulty and a number of students Little student-faculty interaction
Wednesday afternoon in room 10Professor George E. Valley,
250. Among the students invited Undergraduate Planning Profesto this meeting were the Student sor, spoke next. Valley explained
Committee on Educational Policy that a study of the replies to the
(SCP-), the present and past poll showed that while formal
members of the Institute Commi't- teaching here compares favorably
tee, several representatives of the with that of other schools,
the
Graduate Council, and two repre- degree of student faculty interacsentatives of The Tech.
tion in a social as well as an inTeaching quality discussed
tellectual plane compares unfaProfessor Charles P. Kindle- vorably. He suggested that deberger, Chairman of the Faculty partments provide instruction in
and of the CEP, opened the meet- the philosophy. and psychology as
ing by introducing the four speak- well as the 'mechanics of teaching
ers and the topic to be discussed: to all junior staff. The problem
the quality of teaching at MMT. still remains, however, how do we
First to speak was Profesor raise the level of student-faculty
Richard B. Adler, of Electrical interaction?
Engineering. Adler quoted and
Professor Cyrus Levinthal of
drew conclusions from a poll con- the Biology Department was next
ducted among the graduates of to speak. Levinthal felt that feedthe class of 1965 with ewnss of 4.0 back conducted on a recitation as
and above. The rating of profes- well as lecture 'basis would imsors in the poll showed that the prove teaching, if only by increasstudents felt that the good profes- ing the teachers' awareness to
sors at Mrr outnumbered the what he might be doing wrong.
really bad ones by a ratio of 3 to
Individuals, not collections
1. Furthermore, the poll revealed
Professor Bruce Mazlish of Huno departmental correlation. Ad- manities was the fourth and last
ler went on to define some of the speaker. Mazlish spoke, about the
factors of good teaching as: (1) relationship -between the faculty

preparation, (2) organization and
presentation of material, (3) good
personal student contact, and (4)
that spark of interest, -that en-

and the students. He pointed out
that it is important for faculty
members to look at the students
as individuals and not as a col-
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The only American to have visited China, Cuba, and North
Vietnam. Has interviewed Chou-en-Lai, Sukarno, Norodom Sikanouk and Kwame Nkrumah. Reporter for the Baltimore AfroAmerican. Former CBS News correspondent. Nieman Fellow at
Harvard, 1956-1957. Just refurned to Boston from a trip to Latin
America and Africa.

i
i

I

RUSSEL

JOH~~~SO~

New England Peace Education Secretary for fhe American
Friends Service Commitee. Refurned last September fromr a

4-year program of organizing seminars in South and Southeast
Asia, where he travelled extensively. Has visited South Vietnam.
Interviewed Huy Quat, former Premier of South Viefnam, also
Norodom Sikanouk, Lee Kuan Yew, and Dr. Subandrioo Contributor to Liberation magazine. Now on an extensive lecture four of
the New England area.
I
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During the Spring Joint Computer Conference, 26 employers from all

over the country - many with a number of different divisions - assemble

here for New England's largest CAREER CENTER. The prime reason
for this gathering is the recruitment of computer professionals, but most
companies have requirements in all fields of science and engineering.
Hundreds of newly-created employment opportunities are available.
The CAREER CENTER gives you a smooth and efficient way to check your
qualifications against the many openings. Your data sheet, without your name
and address, is shown to participating companies. You are notified at home
wUhich organizations want to see you. Where there is mutual interest,
a confirmed appointment is arranged.
Employers share the cost of this service and therefore make a point of giving
each CENTER applicant full consideration. It costs them no more to hire
20 than just one person, unlike an employment agency arrangement, where
a stiff fee is charged per hire. The service costs you nothing, of course.
Positions offered generally range from $10,000 to $28,000. To give you an idea
of the diversity of opportunity, some of the employers are listed below.
Where else could you talk to 26 employers, representing hundreds of
newly-created jobs, in only 3 days?
For advance registration
%@ne1

TOdiay: (617) 423X747@

Ask for Mr. Howard Allen

AREaler

LOCATION:

S@mei'sel: Hetsa

Sponsors are equai oppolrtunity emnployers

Aveu

408Go~~aoa~eplt

Partial List of ParticipatingCompanies
Computer Control Co., Inc.
American Standard
U.S. Navy (Navcossact)
Adage, Inc.
Honeywell, Inc.
'

Bendix Corp.

General Electric Co.

Eastman Kodak Co.
Burroughs Corp.
Goodyear Aerospace Corp.
McDonnell Aircraft Co.
United Aircraft Corp.
Control Data Corp.
General Dynamics Corp.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
AC Electronics
Univac
Lab for Electronics, Inc.
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Martin-Marietta Corp.
Western Union Telegraph Co.

Service Bureau Corp.
ITT Corp.
Douglas Aircraft Co.
North American Aviation, Inc.
Computer Control
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

---
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Lacrossemen record first win
By am Y:ankass
The frosh lacrosse team broke
its four game losing streak by
dowfnng Holy Cross, 8-3. The MIT
sticlanen took an early lead when
Walt Maling scored a goal eight
seconds after play began. The
quarter was reached with the
score tied, two all, but the Techmen pulled ahead to a 5-2 lead
at the half.
Ken Schwartz was high scorer
for MIT, with four goals. Maling
scored one more and Doug Carden

and Rich Dobrow netted one
apiece. Dave Hunt was goalie.
The baseball team recovered
from a 9-5 deficit in the bottom
of the ninth to defeat Browne and
Nichols, 10-9. In the last inning
pinch hitters John Box and Bob
Dobson got hits, as well as Mike

0

Riley and Dave Matheson.
By Ed Lamon
MIT had fourteen hits in the
game, including a long triple by Gilbert and Sullivan wrote the
Wendell Iverson. Their record 'Pirates of Penzance' as a grand
parody of Verdi, and pomposity in
stands at 2-2.
The tennis team lost to Dart- general. Friday night, the MIET
mouth Thursday, 6-3, but came Gilbert and Sullivan Society preback Saturday to defeat Wesley- sented this delightful operetta to
an, 7-2.
an enthusiastic and receptive
The heavyweight crew races audience. Although occasionally
turned in good times on the marred
by two major faults, a
Charles, but both shells were
lack of both vocal enunciation and
beaten by Yale.
The lightweight boats had much orchestral intonation, the overridcloser races but were edged out ing spirit of liveliness projected
by Harvard in the first two races. by the cast was more than enough
In these races MIT was beaten by to carry the performance through,
a half length and .by six inches. making the evening quite an enThe third boat finished a half joyable one.
length ahead of Harvard. In all
The plot is quite complex,
the lightweight races Dartmouth which itself is a parody on the
was last.
intricately involved librettos found
in Italian opera. It centers around
the trials of Frederick, the Slave
of Duty, as he is carried by his
sense of obligation between being a pirate and a virtuous young
COOP
man.

OPTICAL

SkilLfl coordination
The operetta was superbly directed by Nancy-Ellen Fitch. It
never dragged, and was smoothly
coordinated. The acting was also

NEXT TO CUSTOMER SERVICE IN BOOK DEPARTMENT
Quality and service is our byword - Patronage refund
Ophthalmologists prescriptions are filled promptly-accurately.
Excellent selection of frames for men-women-children.

Quality sun-glasses in green and grey lenses - Prescription
sun-glasses using American Optical & Bausch & Lomb lenses.
Office Hours: Monday-Saturday 8:50-5:30 - Lunch 1-2 closed

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

I
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In The M.I.T. Student Center TI
84 Massachusetts Avenue
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Vllberf and Sullivan presenfs parody
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at a high level. Ronald Mallis pirates and the wards, were a
played Major General Stanley joy to listen to, beautifully in
with a brightness and clearness tune, albeit at times in the first
delightful to see. Norm Rubin '66 act difficult to understand. The
sparkled as the Pirate King, even third chorus, that of the police,
though at times his singing was not as good as the other
seemed to lose the forcefulness it two, primarily because the men
usually possessed.
seemed unable to execute the low
The primary male lead was notes required of them.
The sets were very ambitious,
Randall Scheri. His performance
was also quite good, but not as and quite successful. The cosconsistent as those mentioned tumes were even more so, with
above. His acting varied from un- their brilliant array of vivid colemotional and unconvincing to in- ors. Together with the aforementrospective and involved. He tioned excellence in acting and
played opposite Lori Edftwards, directing, they produced a prowho was given a golden oppor- duction of unusual merit.
tunity to display her beautiful soprano voice in a coloratura aria,
obviously parodying Verdi. In collaboration with Randall Scheri,
she managed to produce one of
A Student Poll on Current Isthe wittiest parodies on opera,
sues' will be taken by the MIT
Mozart and Verdi, that I have
Chapter of Young Americans for
heard in a long time.
Freedom tomorrow, April 27, in
Martha Reardon played the the lobby of Building 10.
role of Ruth, and although her
The poll will consider opinion
singing in the first act started out on a variety of subjects, including
weakly, her projection steadily the draft, civil disobedience, loyimproved throughout the play, and alty oath for professors, reapporby the second act she was car- tionment, right-to-work, and other
subjects of current interest to
rying her part quite well
students.
Orchestra weak
The YAF poll will be conducted
As previously stated, the orfrom 9 am to 5 pm Wednesday
chestra was annoyingly out of and the questionnaires will be
tune a few times. The strings counted by YAF and any memespecially seemed to play on, bers of Students for a Democratic
without listening to themselves, Society who are interested.
half a tone off the mark. But except during these few jolting momnents,
the orchestra managed to
I
stay anonymously below the solot ~ ~-:~y:~"
"
*...
ists and chorus. On the other Astor
'The Ten Commandments,'
3:30, 7:45.
hand, the two main choruses, the Beacon
Hill - 'A Thousand Clowns,'

YAP TO conduct
current issue pol
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LAST TIMES TODAY[
Rex Harrison and
Audrey Hepburn in
"MY FAIR LADY"
i2:00,
5:15, 8:30
g
Starting Tomorrow:
Brigitfe Bardof
Jeanne Moreau and
George Hamilton in
"VIVA MA'RIA"
a11
~2:05, 5:50, 9:40
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!TIME OUT FOR STRATEGY! Hardy Kruger and Charles Aznavour a
!mfap plans for escape in this scene from "Taxi For Tobruk," an
~explosive war drama of French CommanCdos fighting for smurval
An the strife-ridden wastes of the Sahara. Lino Ventura, German
Cobos and Maurice B-an.d also star.
a
a

~

o

~~

It's Dean Dean Dean!
all this week in

Di"TAXIB
FOR TORUKp""
Drn ten D DNuT MAmEeI

i

C

I

Always At Your Service
o CLEANING
* PRESSING
* REPAIRING
* LAUNDRY

"EAST OF EDEN"
5:30, 7:30, 9:30
a
~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C
Be sure to check the stool by C
the exit for news from the
JAMES DEAN
a
a
MEMORY CLUBI!
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During the filming of the rug- Isnugly encamped in the equipye: war drama, "Taxi For To- I ment trailer. With feet resting
ruk," which is playing this on an oil drum, a soft drink in
iday at the LSC, handsome his hand, he was gaily hurmming
harles Aznavour, who stars one of the many songs he has
0long
with Hardy Kruger and made famous in Europe. Needa0 Ventura, was called upon less to say, the crew didn't laugh
0drive three miles across the as much as Aznavour who took
uling North African desert in the scare in his typical, easybeat.up, old German half-track going stride.
tuck. While doing the scene, an Aznavour, who subsequently
nexpected sand storm blew in earned a reputation for his devilod separated the actor from the may-deviltry-among the crew,
est of the shooting company. portrays just the opposite role
the storm grew in intensity, in the film, "Taxi For Tobruk."
crew lost sight of Aznavour. He is one of four, tough French
ducer-director Denys De La Commandos in the strife-ridden
atelliere was frantic. Such Sahara desert who suddenly
t0rms in the Sahara have been find themselves stranded and
Own to blind a man as well fighting for survival in a tracks cover him whole.
less wasteland.
Pearing for the actor's life,
In its recent American Preheentire cast and crew began
miere in New York, "Taxi For
"'Lching for Aznavour. After Tobruk" was acclaimed by crilenty minutes of being brutally
tics. Hailed the New York HeraiShed by the sand, the men
ald Tribune, "a dramatic jourl0Ught they heard a strange ney well worth
taking ... loaded
luming through the gubsiding with suspense and tense situaids, Investigating the noise, tions. A taut war drama that is
ihey stUmbled over to the other
LrmmeasvLmahm
heightened
.
by
ide a sand dune. There, to crack performances and crisp
BeiraIaZement, was Aznavour direction."
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WHEN THEY BUY RENT OR LEASE
A CAR IN EUROPE FROM CTE

0-

Ii

CAR JT@@RS INEUROPE, m"c.
555 Fifth Ave.. NY.., ".Y. 100 17 PL 1-3550
Campus Rep. Paul O'Gara. 385 Marlborough St.. Boston. Tel,.: 536-8574
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Write-phone for Free Cat Guide Low Rate Student Plan

le

1: 30, 3: 30, 5: 30, 7:30., 9: 30.
Boston Cinerama - 'Battle of the
Bulge, Weds. at 2 pm, Sat., Sulh.
and holidays at 1:30. 5:30, and
I 8:30
pm, evening at
S30pm.
Capri
'Born Free' 1:30, 3:30,
5:30, 7:30, 9:30. 'The Interview'
and 'Down Thru the Years,' 3:05,
5:05,7:05, 9:05.
Center - 'Red River,' 1:10, 5: 05
9:05; 'Wonderful Country,' 3: 20,
7:15.
Cheri - 'The Group,' 1, 3:45, 6:30,
9.
Circle Cinema 'The
-I Cleveland
Singing Nun,' 1:50, 3:35, 5:45, 7:45,
9:45.
iICinema Kenmore Square 'Juliet
of the Spirits,' 2:15, 4:45, 7:15,
9:30.
IFine Arts 'The Sporting Life,'
1:30, 5. 8:30; 'Cold Wind in August,' 3:30, 7, 10:10.
IExeter 'A Patch of Blue,' 1:30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30; 'The Dot
and the Line,' 3:20., 5:20, 7:20,
1 9:20.
4Gary - 'The Sound of Music,' daily
2, 8:30; Sunday 2. 7:30.
1Loew's rpheum - 'Haruer,' 1, 3:10,
5:25, 7:40, 9:50.
1Mayflower -'Laulghing
20's,' 1. 4,
7:15: 'Hold on,' 2:30, 5:30, 8: 50.
1PIuslc Hall 'Cast a Giant Shadow,' 1, 3:40, 6:10, 8:45.
1Paramount 'The Trouble With
Angels,' 1. 3, 5, 7, 9.
FParis Cinema - 'The Gospel According to St. Matthew,' 2, 4:30,
7, 9:30.
FPark Square Cinema 'Darling,'
I
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:35, 9:40.
firrS Savoy
- 'The Silencer' 1:30. 3:30,
5: 30 7:30, 9:30; 'Magoe,' 3:20,
5:20, 7:20. 9:20.
sSaxon 'Dr. Zhivago,' daily 8:15;
Sun. 7:30; Wed., Sat., Sun., and
holidays at 2.
sSymnphony Cinema I - 'Grand Hotel,' 3, 6:40, 10:15: 'Dinner at
Eight,' 1:15, 4:50, 8:30.
IL IJntown 'Hold On', 2:55, 6: 20,
9:45; 'Where the Spies Are,' 1,
4:25, 7:45.
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equipment. Ccll Paul Savage
dl 0360 x 2866 868-3263
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By'ANTON CHEKHOV
Directed by JOSEPH EVERINGHAM
8:30 P.M.
Thursday, April 28 through Saturday, April 30
Friday and Saturday, May 6 and 7

L H5e There, Krese Auditorium
I

II

All Tickets $1.50
Reservations UN 4-6900, Ext. 2910
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Lacrossemen upset Amherst
By Tony Lima

10

The varsity lacrossemen pulled
off the biggest upset of the sea>° son in New England, as they
_
downed undefeated Amherst, 6-4.
> PIaying with the attack and mid<
field
juggled, the engineers
- were led by Co-aptain Pete
Kirkwood '66 who had 4 goals
K
D and I assist. Dick Nygren '66
F
and
Terry
Vandenerff
'66
scored the other 2 Tech goals,
with Vanderwerff, Loren Wood
1
'66,
and Art Von Waldburg 767
contributing assists.
us
MIT broke the ice at 13:48 of
the first period, but Amherst
came back a minute later to tie
the game up. The Beavers hit
again 19 seconds into the second period, and they increased
their lead to 3-1 in the same
quarter. But Amherst refused to
give up and came back to tie
up the game_ with goals at 11:36
of the second period and 4:28 of
the third. Then Tech went ahead
to stay ahead with two goals in
the third quarter. Amherst pulled

to within one goal, but from then
on the engineers kept control of
the ball, hitting for their final
goal with less than a minute remaining in the contest.
Record stands at 4-5
The win Saturday boosted the
varsity's record to 4-5. The real
significance of' the game was
that the new lineup won on its
first time out. This could be the
beginning of a long winning
streak for the previously unranked Tech team. The next test
will come in the engineers' next
game, Tuesday at WPI.

The MIT varsity nine was at
Middlebury Saturday, with Tech
on the small end of the 11-7 final
score. Coach John Barry's team
came through with one of its best
hitting performances of the year,
posting 15 hits to M/iddlebury's 9.
The main point of the game was
MIT's pitching, as our hurlers allowed 11 walks in the first five
innings; seven of the walks were
turned into AMddlebury runs.
Afer leaving three men on
base in the first, Tech pushed a
run across in the second on a
triple by Ron Noraelli '67 ancd a
single by Tom Flood '68. In the
top of the third, Jim Reid '67 had
the longest hit of the game as he
-

By Arm Varteressian
Tech's varsity track team took
its fourth dual meet in a row
Saturday to stretch its season
record to 40. with many of the
parents of the contestants watchLng, the Techmen took a Wfliams
squad 80-69.
Suniner Brown '66 was out-

nine

homered with Eric Jensen '67 on
base for two more.
The fourth and fifth were slow
in the scoring column; MIT left
two on in the fourth. Rick Young
'68 singled home Bill Dix '61 for
another in the sixth. The eighth
was T'ech's big inning at the plate
as Norelli got on with an error,
Young and Tom Bailey '66 slammed singled to load the bases, and
a double by Ake Ryba '67 followed by a single by John Cleary
'68 scored three.
Noteworthy pitching performances were turned in in the seventh
and eighth innings by Bob Kiburz
'68 and Yoshiokl
Moriwak '68.
They allowed only one hit between them.
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Varty lights
bieat by Harvarde
_
_
_
JV take
DarWtmu, Crimson
By RussEm1stel

MIkT's asrsity lights went down
to defeat for the second ionsecutive year at the hands of Harvard
in the Biglinr Cup Regatti Saturday on the Charles. The JV and
third varsity boats brightened the
day, however, wit decisive vicItoriegS.

Hararvd's varsity lights jumped

to an early six-sat advantage
and were never headed. MrIT,
stroking at 33, was behind by one
and one-half lengths at the Harvard Bridge and fell back to two
lengths- shortly thereafter. at Ithe
one-half mile mark, the TecRamen
raised th3ieir strke to 35' and
pulled to within a- length of the
Crimson oarsmen but were unable to make up the differene.
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by ChuEck Mottliger
tained -a count of 35 to lead by 2
An exceptionally fast Yale crew, lengths with a mile left. ContinuBy Steve Wiener
defeated the Tech heavyweights ing at a lower stroke of 33, the
In a tiangular meet played on
on the Charles Saturday in the engineers could not close the gap
Edgewood Country Club in Md.
final regular season competition and trailed by nearly three
dleton, Conn., the varsity golds
between tie two squads.
lengths at the Harvard Bridge.
The New Haven crew moved to
Holding their lead in the strong split, downing Tufts 4-3 and bow.
an early lead to dominate the ern- tailwind, the Elis continued at a ing to Wesleyan 52.
-tire varsity match, which was the smooth 35 across the finish line.
Gerr Banner '68, undefeated
first competition run of the year The Tech squad raised the count
after the sou(thm tour, fired a
for the engineers over the 1%4 by six to sprint at 39, but finished
-ile course. Lowering the count four leiths down on the leading 76 to vanquish both his foes. Tra.
to 33 after the startin sprint, the Yale boat. Posting a time of vis Gamble '67 also shot a 76 to
Tech first boat was unable to hold 8:39.8, the Elis completed one of register twvo points for the eng.
the Elis, rowing at a 35. Yale the fastest runs recorded over the neers. One of his victories elr°
slowly pulled away to lead the course. Their final timing was six
at the expense of Tufts' Billy car.
engineers by a full length at the seconds off the record set by the
2,000 meter mark. The Elis rnin- Harvard heavyweight crew of ol, last year's Greater Boson Cno
last year. The finishing time for legiate chaxpion.
Tech was 8:55.
Tom James '68 arnd Dave Mc.
Secend boat easily defeated3
Millan '67 bch lost their matches,
Earlier in the day, the MIT JV
shooting 83's, Mellan's ;Wesley.
boat dropped its match to a
strong Yale second boat. Cionng an opponent was the day's rned.
off the line at forty and quickly alist with a 75. Jack Rector 68
standing for the cindermen, as
dropping the count to 321/2, the en- captured a point from Tufts but
he took a total of three first gineers fell back as the Elis conlost his match to Wesleyan. Se-a
places: in the 880 yard run, tinued a longer starting sprint
ior captain Har Barnes downed
Brown ran a 1- 57.8; in the mile, Trailing by a length at the bridge,
his Tufts opponent while drpo.
he went 4:26.2; and he took hon- the Tech squad finished with a
sprint at forty. Yale, however, ping his Wesleyan contest by boaP
ors in the two mile run with a
continued to pull out and finished eying the eighteenth. In his first
9.47.4. Gordon DeWitte took a in 8:56, fourteen seconds ahead of
match of the year, Mal Wheeler
first place in the hammer throw the engineers.
'66 lost two points.
The Eli. third boat also easily
-with a toss of 162' 11/2", and Tom
The GBCAA championships are
Jones took a first in the high took their race, winning by a 61/2
second margin.
taldng place this week.
jump with a 5'6" leap. In the
javelin, Joe Levangie '67 took
first place with a 165'5" toss,
Steve Sydoriak went 12'6" to
take the pole vault, and Bill Ressler '66 won the high hudes in
By Jon Steele
16.5 to round out the MIT first
Last week the varsity tennis
place scoring.
played
home matches
Against Williams' strong sprint- team
ers, second place points were in- against Dartmouth, Colby, and
-valuable to the varieft.
Lar- -Wesleyan. The Dartmouth match
Schwoeri took second in the 440 Thursday was stopped before
yard dash against Boyd of Wil- completion because of darkness,
liams. Bob Dunlap '67 finished but the netmen defeated Colby 8-1
second to a 9.9 100 yard dash by Friday and lost to Wesleyan 6-3
H~orner, and third in the 220 yard Saturday.
dash.
The MIT-Dartmouth
series has
The MIT mile relay team df been a frustrating one for Affr;
Bob Karman, Larry Schwoeri, the tennis team has never defeatJohn Rible, and Bob Dunalap iced ed Dartmouth despite numerous
the meet in the last event as close matches. In 1M0 an MET
they ran the course in 3: 26.9, player had a match-winning overonly a few steps ahead of the head shot lined up three feet fr:m
Williams team.
the net, missse it, and went on to
lose the match. Thursday was no
excerpton to the Da>outh Jinx.
At number one, Dartmouth's
Charles Haveler defeated Dave
TuesdaQy, Asrill 26
Chandler '66 7-5, 6-1, but the rest
Baseball (v}-IBranadeis, here,
Photo by Jeff Reynolds
of the matches went three sets.
3 prn
Tech's number one tennis
Lacrosse (V)-WPI, there, 3 pm First to finish were Carl Weissplayer,
Dave Chandler '66, regerber '6U and John St. Peter '67,
WednRasy. Aped 27
turns
a
forehand in fhe Wesslk
both of whom outlasted their opBaseball MY Loweli Tech, here, ponents with steady, deep ground yan match Saturday.
3 pn
strokes. iAt number five, George Weissgerber,
and Kraus meo
Baseball (JV)-Harvard, there,
Kraus
'67
won
the
first
set
and,
their
singles
while
the others lost,
3 pn
built
up
a
sroig
lead
in
the
secand
disppointing
performances
Lacrosse fMF}-New Hampshire,
ond, but the Dartmouth men by. all three doubles teams gave
here, 3 pm
Tennis WV&HF)Brown, there, 3 pm came from behind and finally tri- Wesleyan the matchy, 63.
Golf (F11HaWrvard, here 12:30 pm umphed in the third set.
The team - travels to BrI3an

Brown wins three events In romp

walks edge Te@c

I

aner sIll

i ractmen win fourth l' a row, -

Wuthit Middebu~e
I

varsity loses by 4 lengfhs

to Ithaca, New York to take part
in the GCigger Cup against Wjumbia and defending champion CorneL

Lost Wersl
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Varsity: 1. Harvard, 6:Qg.5; 2. MIT
(C:ox-Pfau, Bw-Taggart. 2. Furtek.
3. White, 4. Bldwett 5. Haslam. 6.
RFosenberzer, 7. oher, Stroke-Sylvester), 6:XS.8: 3. Dartmouth, 6:20.2.
JV: 1. MIT (Cox-Baley, Bow-Johnson, 2. Arnaud. 3. Raiordan, 4. Kruger, 5. FranIzell, 6. Teter, 7. Cox,
Stroke :oulter), 6:22.7: 2. Harvard,
6:25.2: 3. Dartmouth, 6:37.
Third Varsity: 1. MIT (Cox-Billetdeaux, Bow-Miller. 2. Pryor, 3. DaIThursday, April 28
vis, 4. Vitek, 5. Buxton. 6. Ostroff,
7. Vestrini, Stroke-Aeiglar). 6: 21.8 Golf (V)-Boston UJ., Babson,
2. Harvard, 6:25,6 3 Dartmouth.
6:40.
here, 12.30 pm

Wednesday where they hope W
Thurber, BRby upset
The real upsets came at num- better their 56 record.
bers three and four, however,
where Cheslley Thurber 'I6 and
Paul Ptuby '66 earned two match
points each but were unable to
score. On one such point, Thurber's opponent dove to retrieve a
drop shot and got up to shake
hands, thirkdi
he had lot; but 808
the ball hit in the court,and
the
HEarvmr
puns away
match went on. Thurber evenltuBot Hairvard and MIT stroked
ally lost 6-4, 4-6, 11-9, while
at 39 in the sprint as Harvard
CO~Q
J
R55
Ruby's scores were 3-6, 86, W3.
pulled away to win by 2 lengths.
The score was 4b2 for D~artDartmouth, the only other entry,
mouth when the doubles finally
renained in third place hohout mast of the rac.
began, but all three doubles had
to be cancelled on account of
Both the JV and third varsity
darkness. Chandler and Thurber
racesyYe- strictly MIT-Harvard
5t01
lai split sets on the first court,
battles. The Tech third varsity
0w 50
Ruby and Weissgerber had 1dst
defeated Harvard by only
3.8
their first set, and doubles spe
seconds-more than eighteh secialist Steve Denerdf '168 with
onds ahead of the Dartmnouth
shell-while the JV nosed out HarKraus at number three also split
sets before the match was called.
vard by a mere 2% seconds at
the finish line. The Dartmouth JV
@
Colby trounced 8-1
firiished fifteen seconds off the
Friday
afterizon the team deThe second frOsh heavyweightf boat is shown pulling for the
pace.
feated
Colby
College 8-1, losing
finish line. Despite a fine effort, ·fhe crew lost to Yale by 11/2
Gob4er
next
ar
lengths, The fresh have their next meet Saturday. Story on only one doubles match. Against
Next weekend teE lights travel page 7so
b
Wesleyan
rSaturay, St. Peter,

Frosh crew loses too
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